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HENDI teamed up with Dutch industrial designer Robert Bronwasser to redesign our products to create the best 
Tools for Chefs. For over a year Robert, his team and HENDI have been working on this massive project.

Robert Bronwasser is a renowned Dutch industrial designer who has worked for recognisable brands. Most notable 
are Heineken and Lipton. His designs have won numerous awards.

Design with a smile!
Robert started with analysing our products and how they met the needs of the users. His findings were clear, ‘Chefs 
want control over their tools, they want to be able to see what setting a machine has from the other side of the kitchen. 
They prefer manual buttons over digital and it must be usable with wet hands. They also like design but it should 
always be functional.’

With this in mind Robert presented his first sketches and models. The freshness and decisiveness in the design 
immediately grabbed the attention. The knob, our most recognisable element, was toned down with a textured surface 
for extra grip and a highly visible green line, so it’s always clear how appliances are set.

Next to the knobs and grips Robert worked on designing a stick blender, chef’s torch and a range of hot drink boilers 
and percolators. The results exceeded the expectations again. Especially the range of boilers and percolators don’t 
look out of place on a buffet. With the sleek design, matt black finish and a clever mix of stainless steel and plastic a 
timeless classic is created

Robert Bronwasser & HENDI team up:

Design must be functional and bring a smile!
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  MILKSHAKE MIXER - DESIGN BY BRONWASSER  
  These high power milkshake mixers are designed by 
Dutch Designer Robert Bronwasser and available in 6 
attractive colours.
Make Freddo cappuccinos, Frappés and of course 
milkshakes without effort.
The housing is made from ABS plastic. 
The base is weighted for extra stability and is fitted with 
rubber feet.
The motor can spin the agitator disc at two speeds, 
15.000 and 19.000 RPM. 
Control the milkshake mixer with the two-speed switch 
on the top which is easily accessible.
The milkshake mixer is fitted with a micro switch so it 
can only operate when the cup is properly placed.
Choose between two different agitators to control the 
level of aeration.
Very complete, comes with a stainless steel mixing cup 
(0.95 liter) and polycarbonate mixing cup (0.9 liter) and 
2 sets of 2 agitators.
Cups and agitators are dishwasher safe.
230 V, 400 Watt & 50 Hz.
Dimensions: 170x196x(H)490mm  

code colour

221600 Black
221617 White
221624 Caramel
221631 Yellow
221648 Red
221655 Blue

221631

221624 221617

221648 221655

code -

961117 stainless steel mixing cup (0.95 liter)
961124 polycarbonate mixing cup (0.9 liter) 
961131 set of 2 agitators
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code - mm

198247 Burner only 185x65x(H)100
198254 Set burner and cartridge 175x68x(H)260
199039 Cartridge - 4 pc

  Designed with chefs in mind by Robert Bronwasser. 
This crème-brûlée is a pleasure to use thanks to the stylish matt black 
design with green accents and the ergonomic grip. 
The burner is easily and securely attached to the gas cartridge and 
covers the whole top of the cartridge, this is also very hygenic. 
The piezo ignition makes it easy to ignite, the large gas dial allows for 
easy adjusting the flame size and intensity. 
This burner can operate in every angle, even upside down, thanks to the 
improved design of the burner that prevents flaring.  

  CHEFS TORCH - DESIGN BY BRONWASSER  

code V W mm

222157 230 250 ø71x(H)444

  Designed with chefs in mind by Robert Bronwasser. 
ABS plastic housing and a stainless steel shaft. 
Stainless steel cross shaped blade with titanium coating. 
Powerful 250W motor, 6 speeds with LCD display. 
Maximum speed 13500 RPM. 
Suitable for processing 1 to 4 liters.  

  STICK BLENDER - DESIGN BY BRONWASSER  

199039

198247



code liters V W mm

211458211458 10 230V 950 270x270x(H)500
211465211465 18 230V 1650 320x320x(H)530

  HOT DRINKS BOILER CONCEPT LINE 
MATT BLACK  

code liters V W mm

211434 7 230V 950 270x270x(H)500
211441 13 230V 1650 320x320x(H)530

  PERCOLATOR CONCEPT LINE  

code liters V W mm

211472211472 7 230V 950 270x270x(H)500
211489211489 13 230V 1650 320x320x(H)530

  PERCOLATOR CONCEPT LINE 
MATT BLACK  

code liters V W mm

211410211410 10 230V 950 270x270x(H)500
211427211427 18 230V 1650 320x320x(H)530

  HOT DRINKS BOILER CONCEPT LINE  
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code 805572
- container 227x178 

mm 
Incl. in 976722

mm 227x178 mm

TRAY SEALER MANUAL
Intended for packing food and other products in 
single use plastic trays, suitable for hot or cold 
food. Seales all kinds of trays, the tray matrix 
can be switched for different sizes of matrixes. 
Can seal trays to a size of 235x190x(H)155 mm, 
and cups to a height of (H)170 mm. Supplied 
with an aluminum alloy matrix for 227x178 mm 
(805572) trays, without division. Other sizes 
available separately. Durable stainless steel 
construction. Ergonomic handle is made of 
damage-resistant plastic. Sealing plate is fitted 
with a spring mechanism, easing opening after 
sealing. Sealing temperature can be set from 
50˚ up to 210˚C. Fitted with powerful heaters, 
warm-up time is just 8-10 minutes and sealing 
time only 1-3 seconds. The sealing plate is 
covered with a non-stick coating, this prevents 
the foil from sticking after sealing. The sealing 
plate acts as a pressure damper. When locking 
the sealing plate, the pressure is spread evenly 
across the edge of the container, preventing 
breakage and eliminating microcracks, 
reducing leaking. Build-in retractable knife, 
cuts the foil right behind the sealed container. 
The foil dispenser is universal for rolls up to 
187 mm wide, can fit rolls with a max. diameter 
of 170 mm. Fitted with a foil tensioner, 
ensuring tightly sealed foil without curls and 
creases. Very safe thanks to the use of an 
overload fuse, overheating protection and 
backlit switch. The non-slip feet are very stable 
and protect the tabletop from scratching. With 
detachable 1.5 m power cord with earthed 
plug. Net weight: 10 kg.

code V W mm

976722 230 700 247x637x(H)258

Intended for packing of PET 12 / CPP 40 food 
trays.  
PEEL layer facilitating tearing of the sealed 
film.  
Film dimensions: thickness: 52 μm, width: 18.5 
cm, length: 250 m. 
Roll diameter: ø15 cm.  
Film roll weight: ca. 2.9 kg.

SEALER FILM PET/CPP PEEL 12/40.4

code

970720

Supplied with an aluminum alloy 
matrix for 227x178 mm (805572) 
trays, without division.

Made of polished aluminium.  
Black silicone seal.

TRAY SEALER MATRIX

code 805626
- Tray sealer matrix, 

three-section con-
tainer

mm 227x178 mm

code 805640

-

mm 227x178 mm

code 805664
- container 187x137 

mm

mm 227x178 mm

code 805657
- 2 containers (1x 

178x113 mm, 1x ø115 
mm)

mm 227x178 mm

code 805619
- soup container ø165 

mm

mm 227x178 mm

code 805589
- 2x container 178x113 

mm

mm 227x178 mm

code 805596
- two-sectioned con-

tainer

mm 227x178 mm

code 805633
- 2x soup container 

ø115 mm

mm 227x178 mm
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code V W mm

212189 230 1550 390x335x(H)230

  It’s possible to bake 6 lollypop waffles or corn 
dogs at the same time. 
Fitted with a drip tray for dough and fat, helps 
you keep your work space clean. 
Net weight: 10 kg.  

  WAFFLE MAKER CORN DOG   

code V W mm

212172 230 1000 250x380x(H)590

  Make delicious Belgian style waffles without a 
hassle, ideal for a self-serve waffle station. 
You can make up to 20 waffles per hour. 
The waffles measure Ø 190 mm and up to 23 
mm thick.   

  WAFFLE MAKER ROUND  

code V W mm

212165 230 1750 310x395x(H)230

   It’s possible to bake 4 lollypop waffles at the 
same time, each 255 mm long (without the 
stick) and shaped like an elongated cone.
Net weight: 10.5 kg.  

  WAFFLE MAKER LOLLYPOP  
  It’s possible to bake 6 lollypop waffles or corn    It’s possible to bake 4 lollypop waffles at the 

  WAFFLE MAKER LOLLYPOP    WAFFLE MAKER LOLLYPOP  
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Perfect for all types of catering establishments who wants to add these 
fun waffles on a stick or corn dogs to their offer.
Grooves are cut out of the waffle iron so you can insert the stick and still 
close the waffle iron.
The thick waffle iron is made of cast aluminium and coated with a 
durable Teflon® non-stick coating. 
The housing is made of 18/0 stainless steel, guaranteeing a long service 
life and easy cleaning. 
Ventilation slots in the housing protect the controls against overheating. 
The temperature is continuously adjustable from 50˚C to 220˚C.
Timer can be set up to 15 minutes. 

  WAFFLE MAKERS  



code liters V W mm

240441 9 230 1550 420x380x(H)240

  Made from durable aluminium, easy to clean.
Interior is finished with a non-stick coating. 
Cooks rice to perfection without effort, switches automatically to keep 
warm mode after cooking. 
Large capacity for 4.2 liters or 23 measuring cups of dry rice. +/- 23 
persons.
The handles have a special design allowing them to act as a lid holder, 
store a hot lid safely and always keep the lid at hand.
Measuring cup and rice spoon included.  

  RICE COOKER 4.2 L   

code liters V W mm

240458 9 230 2900 554x495x(H)365

  Made from durable aluminium, easy to clean.
Interior is finished with a non-stick coating. 
Cooks rice to perfection without effort, switches automatically to keep 
warm mode after cooking. 
Large capacity for 10 liters or 50 measuring cups of dry rice. +/- 50 
persons. 
The handles have a adesign allowing them to act as a lid holder, store a 
hot lid safely and always keep the lid at hand.
Measuring cup and rice spoon included.  

  RICE COOKER 10 L   

240458

8

240441
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code colour V W mm

261309 230 2240 418x368x(H)387
261347 Red 230 2240 418x368x(H)387
261354 Black 230 2240 418x368x(H)387

  Two rows of bread slices fit next to eachother 
on the conveyor. 
Two separate heating elements. 
Suitable for continuous toasting of sliced 
bread. 
Supplied with front and back trays. 
Adjustable toasting time up to 3 minutes.  

  CONVEYOR TOASTER DOUBLE  



code V W mm

221105 230 700 246x480x(H)531

  For making juice of hard and soft fruits or vegetables. 
With a large, 7 liter, pulp container. 
Very powerful, can juice up to 120 kg per hour.
Housing, bowl, juicer basket and grating disk made of stainless steel. 
Feeder tube and pusher made of ABS, pulp container and lid made of 
polypropylene. 
Motor spins the grating disk at 3000rpm. 
Safe in operation, will only work if the lid and safety arm are locked 
into place. 
Very easy to disassemble and clean.
Not suitable for ice or frozen fruits/vegetables.  

  CENTRIFUGAL JUICE EXTRACTOR  
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code liters V W mm

240717 8.5 230 2000 øx(H)497
240724 17.5 230 2600 ø342x(H)598

  Made from brushed stainless steel with polypropylene lid and handles.
The double walled kettle increases heating efficiency and insulation. 
When connected to the water mains the boiler will refill automatically. 
Fitted with two waterlevel sensors. 
Control panel fitted with digital display and heating and keep warm 
indicator lights. 
Temperature can be set from 30˚C up to 100˚C. 
With keep warm function, auto power down and overflow prevention 
sensor. 
The non-drip tap is made from stainless steel, has a cool touch handle, 
and is installed so a pot can be placed underneath it. 
Lid fitted with a twist-lock and cool touch handles. 
Comes with a removable drip tray. 
Available in 2 sizes: 
240717 – max. capacity 8.5 l, can boil up to 23 l/h.
240724 – max. capacity 17.5 l, can boil up to 33 l/h.  

  AUTO FILL BOILER  



  Capacity: 12 l.
Maximum load: 5 kg.
Output: 70-100 kg/h.
Net weight: 39.2 kg.  
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  POTATO PEELER KITCHEN LINE 5 KG  

code V W mm

229200 230 550 622x540x(H)802

  POTATO PEELER KITCHEN LINE 10 KG  
  Capacity: 22 l.
Maximum load: 10 kg.
Output: 140-200 kg/h.
Net weight: 39.6 kg.  

code V W mm

229217 230 750 622x540x(H)857

code

932919

  Fits Hendi French 
fries cutter 630402. 
Comes with pressing 
plate.   Incl. in 630402.

  FRIES KNIFE 9 
MM FOR FRENCH 
FRIES CUTTER  

code

932933

  Fits Hendi French 
fries cutter 630402. 
Comes with pressing 
plate.   Incl. in 630402.

  KNIFE SET 
WEDGE 8 PCS FOR 
FRENCH FRIES 
CUTTER  

code

932902

  Fits Hendi French 
fries cutter 630402. 
Comes with pressing 
plate.   Incl. in 630402.

  FRIES KNIFE 6 
MM FOR FRENCH 
FRIES CUTTER  

code

932926

  Fits Hendi French 
fries cutter 630402. 
Comes with pressing 
plate. Incl. in 630402.

  FRIES KNIFE 13 
MM FOR FRENCH 
FRIES CUTTER  

  FRENCH FRIES CUTTER  

code mm

630402 430x168x(H)290

code

630419

  Fits Hendi French fries cutter 630402. 
Comes with pressing plate.   

  FRIES KNIFE 11 MM FOR FRENCH FRIES 
CUTTER  

  Knives made of stainless steel. 
Comes with 4 blades: 6, 9 and 13 mm, as well 
as a knife for 8 parts. 
Mountable on wall with mounting plate. 
Handle covered by plastic for easier pressing. 
Stainless steel mounting plate allows easy 
removal and cleaning. 
With rubber feet to hold firmly when using on 
table.  
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code liters V W mm

209424 10 400 6600 302x687x(H)375

High-performance 400 V deep fryer.  
Powerful 6600 W heating element quickly heats up fat, even after 
inserting frozen food, making the finished product crispier. 
Supplied without plug, requires installation by an authorized person.

DEEP FRYER PROFI LINE WITH DRAIN TAP - 10L, 400 V

DEEP FRYERS PROFI LINE
Profi Line deep fryers are made of 18/0 stainless steel.
Removable control element with an additional safety feature that 
switches off the fryer heater when it is removed.
The grease container has a V-shaped bottom with an optimal “cold zone” 
for increased grease yield.
Easy to read control panel with temperature control knob and indicator 
light.
Overheating protection thanks to a resettable thermal fuse.
Deep frying basket with extra-long, cool-touch handle for intensive use.
All deep fryers are equipped with 1 deep frying basket and 1 lid for each 
chamber.

FRYING BASKET
Frying basket for use in deep fryer 209424..

code liters

961247 10
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code V W mm

281208 230 78 358x512x(H)255

Indispensable for each kitchen in school, hotel, restaurant, 
canteen or pastry shop. 
30 eggs or 17 knives (max 30cm) can be disinfected
simultaneously. 
UV resistant grid fixed in bearing drawer. 
Eggs or knives get sterilized in a process of irradiation with 
waves of 253,7 nm length. 
Irradiation (sterilization) takes around 2,30 minutes. 
Eggs or knives can be used right after the disinfection 
process. 
Lamps are turned off automatically when opening the 
drawer. 
Stainless steel casing. 
Bearing-mounted rack made of stainless steel. 
UV radiator life: 7500 h.

STERILIZATION MACHINE

Low voltage kebab knife
Ideal for slicing any type of roasted meat like; kebab, shoarma, gyros, etc.  
Large Ø 80 mm smooth slicing disk with stainless steel guard. Adjustable in 
thickness. 
The blade cover ensures safety while slicing.  
Additional Ø 80 mm serrated slicing disk included.  

Disk spins at 8.000 RPM.  
Aluminium handle with 2.7 m power cord. Ingress protection: IPX4.  
Adapter with indicator lamp.  
Blade sharpening stone, knife stand and a screwdriver are included.

KEBAB KNIFE ELECTRIC

code V W mm

267264 230 80 232x120x(H)115

code kW[HS] mm

147276 10.8 580x650x(H)400

XL model, works on propane, butane and natural gas.  
Fitted with an extra large enamelled pan support.  
Frame completely out of stainless steel.  
Electronic ignition.  
Gas hose and pressure regulator included.

HOKKER KITCHEN LINE XL

Also suitable for sterilising 
knives, forks, spoons, etc.
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code mm

223468 595x425x(H)700

Suitable for H90 and H90S ovens 227060, 
227077. Space for 6 trays: 436x315mm.

code - mm

226797 226681 975x814x(H)960
227107 226698 975x814x(H)960

For use in combination with Pizza ovens 
226681 226698.

STAND FOR PIZZA OVEN

code V W mm

227060 230 2670 595x595x(H)570

Stainless steel body, door with double glazing.  
Cool touch door which can be removed to ease 
cleaning.  
Inside is partially enamelled and has interior 
lighting.  
Heating by means of two heating elements and 
two fans.  
Temperature adjustable from 50°C to 300˚C.  
Timer adjustable from 0 to 120 minutes.  
Oven fits 4 trays, distance between the trays is 
70 mm.  
Supplied with 4 trays (436x315 mm).

CONVECTION OVEN H90

code V W mm

227077 230 2670 595x595x(H)570

Stainless steel body, door with double glazing.  
Cool touch door which can be removed to ease 
cleaning.  
Inside is partially enamelled and has interior 
lighting.  
Heating by means of two heating elements and 
two fans.  
Temperature adjustable from 50°C to 300˚C.  
Direct humidification, manually operated with 
a button.  
Waterinlet, which can be connected to water 
supply, and drain at the back.  
Timer adjustable from 0 to 120 minutes.  
Oven fits 4 trays, distance between the trays is 
70 mm.  
Supplied with 4 trays (438x315 mm).

HUMIDIFIED CONVECTION OVEN H90S

code V W mm

226681 400 4700 975x814x(H)413

Inside dimensions of the chamber: 
660x660x(H)140 mm.  
The chamber fits 4 pizza’s of ø32cm each. 
With thermometer. Weight: 75 kg.

PIZZA OVEN

code V W mm

226698 400 9400 975x814x(H)745

Inside dimensions of the chamber: 2x 
660x660x(H)140 mm.  
Each chamber can fit 4 pizza’s of ø32cm.
With thermometer and double thermostat. 
Weight: 122 kg.

PIZZA OVEN DOUBLE CHAMBER

STAND FOR OVENS H90 & H90S



Programmable up to 3 stages, memory for 99 programs.  
USB connection for easy loading of programs. 
Chamber dimensions: 330x310x(H)175 mm. 
Volume 18 liter.

MICROWAVE PROGRAMMABLE VIA USB 1800W

code V W mm

281369 230 3000 574x528x(H)368

Programmable up to 3 stages, memory for 100 programs.  
Chamber dimensions: 360x409x(H)225 mm.  
Volume 34 liter.

MICROWAVE PROGRAMMABLE 1800W

code V W mm

281376 230 3000 563x420x(H)340
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MICROWAVES PROGRAMMABLE 
- No rack inside.
- Uses twin microwave tubes. 
- Microwave chamber made of stainless steel with a ceramic floor.
- Housing made of stainless steel. 

- Easy to clean.
- Input power 3000W, output power 1800W. 
- Transparent door.
- Easy to use control panel with 10 programmable buttons. 
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code V W mm

220283 230 3000 580x560x(H)435

  Chambers are heated by 3 efficient heating 
elements; one above, one below and one in 
between the two chambers.  

  DOUBLE DECK PIZZA OVEN 3000W  

  PIZZA OVENS COMPACT  

code V W mm

220290 230 2000 580x560x(H)275

  Chamber is heated by 2 efficient heating 
elements; one above and one below the 
chamber.  

  PIZZA OVEN COMPACT  

  - Ideal for baking pizzas, bread, lasagnas, etc. 
-  The compact dimensions make it perfect for small kitchens or even 

food trucks. 
-  The use of high-quality materials guarantees a long service life
-  Housing made of high-quality stainless steel AISI 430, easy to clean 

and maintain.
-  Oven chamber measures 415×400×(H)120 mm for pizzas or other 

dishes. 
-  Chamber floor lined with chamotte stone; these accumulate the heat 

which results in crispy pizza bottoms. 
-  Each heating element is 1000W and can be set independently from 

50°C to 350°C. 
-  The door is fitted with a window and the chamber has a light, this 

allows to follow the cooking process. 
- The door can be opened without stopping the heating process. 
- Can operate in continuous mode or with a timer. 
-  Timer can be set up to 120 minutes and when the times is finished 

the oven stops heating.
-  Fitted with ± 1.7 m long power cable with earthed plug.  
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code colour packed per order unit mm

774854 gray 6 6 ø330
774861 yellow 6 6 ø330
774878 orange 6 6 ø330

  PIZZA PLATE SPECIALE  

code packed per order unit mm

777855 6 6 ø330

  PIZZA PLATE BLACKBOARD NAPOLI  

code - packed per order unit mm

774830 white 6 6 ø280
774847 white 6 6 ø330
774885 granite 6 6 ø330
774892 decorated 6 6 ø330

  PIZZA PLATE SPECIALE  

774854

774861

774878
774830 774847 774885 774892



  PIZZA PLATE SPECIALE  

code mm

709801 410x410x(H)490

  Lightweight backpack with large, adjustable, padded shoulder straps 
and padded back section for comfort. 
Fitted with adjustable waist band for extra stability. 
Waterproof thanks to the use of durable 600D polyester. 
Large compartment with adjustable, velcro mounted shelve.
Can hold up to 10 pizza-boxes. 
Compartment has two layers of insulation, PE foam and aluminium foil. 
One side of the backpack can be opened with a zipper for easy access. 
With large padded carrying handles on the top and a transparent card 
holder on the back. 
Reflector strip fitted on the outside for extra safety.  

  PIZZA & FOOD DELIVERY BACKPACK INSULATED  

code mm

709887 360x360x(H)200

  Fits 4 pizza boxes of 35x35 cm. 
Made from durable and easy to clean polyester.
Outside made from 600D polyester and the inside is made from 210D 
polyester.
Pizza compartment is padded with 5mm thick foam. 
Closed with velcro, easy to adjust. 
The large handle makes carrying comfortable.
Fitted with top transparent pocket for bills.  

  Fits 4 pizza boxes of 45x45 cm. 
Made from durable and easy to clean polyester.
Outside made from 600D polyester and the inside is made from 210D 
polyester.
Pizza compartment is padded with 5mm thick foam. 
Closed with velcro, easy to adjust. 
The large handle makes carrying comfortable.
Fitted with top transparent pocket for bills.  

  PIZZA DELIVERY BAG 45 CM KITCHEN LINE    PIZZA DELIVERY BAG 35 CM KITCHEN LINE  

code mm

709870 460x460x(H)210

709870

709887
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code mm

618073 305x660
618066 355x710

  Made of anodized aluminium, lightweight and 
durable.
Thanks to the perforated surface, excess flour 
can be removed.
Equipped with a short handle, perfect for small 
spaces.
The silicone handle remains cool during use 
and protects against heat.  

  PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED PERFORATED 
WITH SHORT HANDLE  

code mm

618097 305x660
618080 355x710

  Made from hard anodised aluminium, making 
it more wear-resistant, abrasion-resistant and 
corrosion resistant.
Fitted with a short handle, ideal for compact 
spaces.
Silicone grip at the end of the handle protecting 
against heat.  

  PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED PERFORATED 
WITH SHORT HANDLE  

code mm

618103 230x1200

  Made from hard anodised aluminium, making 
it more wear-resistant, abrasion-resistant and 
corrosion resistant.
With sliding grip, which doubles as protection 
against heat.  

  PIZZA SCOOP ROUND PERFORATED  

code mm

618035 305x660
618042 355x710
618059 405x760

  Fitted with a short wooden handle, ideal for 
compact spaces.

code mm

617816 305x1320
618028 355x1320
617861 405x1320

  Fitted with a long wooden handle.
  PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED  

code ø length (mm)

617007 ø100 (L)230

  Stainless steel knife blade, polypropylene 
handle.  

  PIZZA SLICER  
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618103

617816 617861618028

  PIZZA SCOOP SQUARED WITH SHORT 
HANDLE  



  INFERNO GAS GRILL  

  ATLANTA GAS GRILL  

code - mm

700044 10kW 1260x580x(H)900

code - mm

700105 13 kW 1285x770x(H)917

code - mm

700051 21,6kW 1260x580x(H)900mm
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The Europa 3 has excellent cooking properties. The high temperature 
sears meat evenly and quickly, reducing adhesion to the grid even when 
the grid hasn’t been greased.
The three, separately adjustable, lengthwise burners have thermocouple 
security and electronic ignition. 
The Europa 3 has a completely black epoxy coated frame with four 
wheels, two of which are caster wheels, and a secure gas bottle holder.
Grease which is drained from meat during cooking is led through a 
special channel to a grease collector. 
The burner assembly is made entirely of stainless steel and can be 
completely disassembled for easy cleaning..

The Inferno gas barbecue is energy efficient thanks to its closed burner 
system and heat-retaining design. The wind resistant burner enclosure 
makes it practically immune to high winds, which means it’s exceptio-
nally suitable for use on the beach.
Grease which is drained from meat during cooking is led through a 
special channel to a grease collector. The burner assembly is made 
entirely of stainless steel and can be completely disassembled for easy 
cleaning.
The single lengthwise burner is adjustable, has thermocouple security 
and piezo ignition. The Inferno has a completely black epoxy coated 
frame with four wheels, two of which are caster wheels, and a secure 
gas bottle holder.

The three burners allow the surface to be divided in separate heat zones 
for simultaneous cooking of meat, vegetables & fish. The Atlanta has 
excellent cooking properties due to the optimal heat distribution and hot 
air circulation inside the burner enclosure. The high temperature sears 
meat evenly and quickly, reducing adhesion to the grid even when the 
grid hasn’t been greased.
The 3 separately adjustable transverse burners have thermocouple se-
curity and electronic ignition. The Atlanta has a completely black epoxy 
coated frame with four caster wheels and a secure gas bottle holder.
The burner assembly is made entirely of stainless steel and the grids 
are removable for easy cleaning.The 3 separately adjustable transverse 
burners have thermocouple security and electronic ignition. The Atlanta 
has a completely black epoxy coated frame with four caster wheels and 
a secure gas bottle holder.

  EUROPA 3 GAS GRILL  

1 burner

3 burners

3 burners



code GN mm

881804 GN 1/1 530x325
881811 GN 1/2 325x265
881828 GN 1/3 325x176
881835 GN 1/4 265x162
881842 GN 1/6 176x162
881859 GN 1/9 176x108

  Lid with hermetic silicone seal; the seal is tight enough 
to prevent leaking when the container is tilted. With lip to 
break the airtight seal for easy opening.  

  LID FOR GN CONTAINERS MADE OF 
POLYPROPYLENE, WITH SEAL  

  Handle covered with coloured PVC.  
  SERVING TONGS HACCP  

code mm

513736 (L)455
513705 (L)610
513712 (L)915
513743 (L)1015
513750 (L)1220

  Glossy aluminium. 
Screws for mounting included.  

  TAB GRABBER  

code colour mm

171721 Red (L)300
171936 Brown (L)300
171738 Blue (L)300
171745 Green (L)300
171783 Purple (L)300
171790 Yellow (L)300

  Handle covered with coloured PVC.  
  SERVING TONGS HACCP  

  Ideal for cracking nuts, but also very suitable 
for sea food. 
Finished with a black powder coating.
The large handle fits nicely in the hand and 
provides plenty of grip. 
The two halves are connected by a durable 
hinge. 
Suitable for multiple sizes of nuts.  

  LOBSTER AND CRAB CRACKER    NUT AND SEAFOOD CRACKER MATT BLACK  

code colour mm

171837 Red (L)250
171929 Brown (L)250
171844 Blue (L)250
171875 Green (L)250
171882 Purple (L)250
171899 Yellow (L)250

code mm

513736 (L)455
513705 (L)610
513712 (L)915
513743 (L)1015
513750 (L)1220
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code mm

680148 (L)100

  FISH BONE TWEEZER SMALL FLAT HEAD  

code mm

680155 (L)155

  FISH BONE TWEEZER POINT HEAD  
code mm

403754 140x62
code mm

403747 160x35

  Crack lobsters and crabs with ease with this 
heavy duty lobster cracker.
Finished in a red powder coating.
The large handle fits nicely in the hand and 
provides plenty of grip. 
The two halves are connected by a durable 
hinge.  



  Made from high temperature resistant silicone. 
Can withstand temperatures up to 280˚C making it ideal for 
use during cooking. 
The tongs provide plenty of grip and are comfortable to use.  

  SILICONE TWEEZER FOR COOKING  

  TWEEZER CURVED HANDLE  

  TWEEZER WITH ROUND HEAD  

code mm

680186 (L)240

code mm

680124 (L)150
680193 (L)305

code mm

680162 (L)145

  TWEEZER WITH SQUARE HEAD  

  TWEEZER WITH CYLINDRICAL HEAD  

  TWEEZER WITH ROUND HEAD  

code mm

680216 (L)305

  With, by means of PVD applied, black coating. 
High quality and lasting.  

  TWEEZER WITH ROUND HEAD COATED  
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code mm

171332 (L)170
171349 (L)290

code mm

680179 (L)170code mm

680148 (L)100

  FISH BONE TWEEZER SMALL FLAT HEAD  

code mm

680155 (L)155

  FISH BONE TWEEZER POINT HEAD  



code colour mm thickness (mm)

826171 Black 325x265 12
826102 White 325x265 12
826119 Red 325x265 12
826126 Blue 325x265 12
826133 Green 325x265 12
826140 Brown 325x265 12
826157 Yellow 325x265 12
826164 Purple 325x265 12

  One side smooth and other side with groove.  
  CUTTING BOARD HACCP GASTRONORM 1/2  
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  Weighs up to 3.000 grams with 0.1 gram increments with a minimum of 
0.5 grams. 
The measurements are provided by a high precision strain gauge sensor.
Read out in grams (g), pounds (lb) or ounces (oz).
The scale is completely made of black ABS and has a backlit LCD 
display.
With auto power off, auto tare, overload and low power indication. 
The timer can count down or up with a maximum of 20 minutes.
Powered by 2 AAA batteries (not included).  

  HIGH PRECISION SCALE 3000G. WITH TIMER  

  Weighs up to 10 kg with 1 gram increments with a minimum of 2 grams. 
The measurements are provided by a precision strain gauge sensor.
Read out in grams (g), kilograms (kg), millilitres (ml), pounds (lb) or 
ounces (oz).
The housing is made of black ABS with a satin stainless steel platform. 
Easy to clean thanks to the splash-proof housing.
Fitted with a clear backlit LCD display.
With auto power off, auto tare, overload and low power indication. 
Powered by 3 AAA batteries (not included), or build-in rechargeable 
lithium battery (450mAh).
USB-cable included for recharging.  

  PRECISION KITCHEN SCALE 10 KG   RECHARGEABLE

code mm

580028 160x210x(H)30

code mm

580011 130x190x(H)25

code mm

580028 160x210x(H)30
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  Smoking is a very flavourful addition to your meat, fish and vegetable 
dishes, but can also create a wow-factor when serving. The cold smoke 
is gentle for delicate fruits and vegetables, smoke without changing the 
texture or temperature. One button operation, the smoking gun has 3 
speeds and the fan can even be reversed to suck air. The aluminium fan 
chamber functions as a heat sink, cooling the smoke before expelling 
it. Wood requires no pre-soaking prior to smoking. Can also be used 
with tea or spices. Removable smoking chamber with integrated mesh 
filter. Flexible silicone hose (50 cm long) for easy injection of smoke into 
resealable bags and containers. Lightweight with a comfortable handle 
making it easy to use with one hand. Powered by a rechargeable Lithium 
battery of 1000mAh. Very complete, comes with 3 spare filter meshes, a 
tweezer and USB charging cable. Wood or herbs for smoking not included.  

  SMOKING GUN RECHARGEABLE – 3 SPEEDS OF SMOKE INFUSION  

code mm

199640 215x70x(H)160

code mm

199992 90x54x(H)122

  The aluminium body functions as a heat sink, cooling the smoke before 
expelling it. 
Wood requires no pre-soaking prior to smoking. 
Can also be used with tea or spices. 
Removable smoking chamber with removable filter. 
Large woodchip holder. 
Flexible rubber hose (30 cm long) for easy injection of smoke into 
resealable bags and containers. 
Compact and lightweight enough to use with one hand. 
Gentle enough for use on delicate fruits and vegetables without 
changing their texture of temperature. 
Powered by 2 AA batteries, not included. 
Wood or herbs for smoking not included.  

  SMOKE INFUSER  

Scan the QR to check our 
aromatic wood chips assortment



This blender can prepare anything: fruits, vegetables, cocktails, 
smoothies, desserts and even crushed ice.
Replaceable stainless steel knife with titanium coating.
Manual control panel power setting knob and a pulse switch.
Comes with 2,5L break-resistant polycarbonate jug, firm lid made of 
polypropylene and a small polycarbonate lid cover.
Detachable jug can withstand temperatures of -40°C up to 90°C.
Hi-speed motor with variable speed and pulse function drives the blades 
from 16000 RPM up to 24800 RPM (without load).
Equipped with over-heat and over-current protection.

HIGH POWER BLENDER

code V W mm

224052 230 500 ø100x(H)350

code V W mm

230718 230 1680 270x250x(H)550

Professional version. 
Housing made of fiber reinforced nylon. 
Stainless steel shaft and blade. 
Easy to clean. 
Electronic control panel (9 speeds) Shaft length: 500 mm. Suitable for 
dishes up to 120 liters. Weight: 4,25 kg. Variable speed: 2000 - 9000 RPM. 
Maximum speed: 15.000 RPM

STICK BLENDER PROFI LINE 500, HIGH-POWER, WITH 
ADJUSTABLE SPEED
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Pusher included 

Parts that are included in Stick 
Blender profi line 500.



This blender can prepare anything: fruits, vegetables, cocktails, smoothies, 
desserts and even crushed ice.  
Replaceable stainless steel blades with titanium coating.  
Manual control panel power setting knob and a pulse switch.  
Noise cover made of polycarbonate, the blender only works when the cover 
is completely closed.  
Comes with 2,5L break-resistant polycarbonate jug, firm lid made of 
polypropylene and a small polycarbonate lid cover.  
Detachable jug can withstand temperatures of -40°C up to 90°C.  
Hi-speed motor with variable speed and pulse function drives the blades 
from 16000 RPM up to 24800 RPM (without load).  
Equipped with over-heat and over-current protection.

BLENDER WITH NOISE COVER
This blender can prepare anything: fruits, vegetables, cocktails, 
smoothies, desserts and even crushed ice.  
Replaceable stainless steel blades with titanium coating.  
Digital control panel has touch control for three power settings, three time 
settings and a pulse function.  
Noise cover made of polycarbonate, for safety the blender only works 
when the cover is completely closed.  
Comes with 2,5L break-resistant polycarbonate jug, firm lid made of 
polypropylene and a small polycarbonate lid cover.  
Detachable jug can withstand temperatures of -40˚C up to 90˚C.  
Hi-speed motor with variable speed and pulse function drives the blades 
from 8350 RPM up to 24800 RPM (without load).  
Equipped with over-heat and over-current protection.

DIGITAL BLENDER WITH NOISE COVER

code V W mm

230695 230 1680 252x258x(H)547
code V W mm

230688 230 1680 252x258x(H)547
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Pusher included Pusher included 
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code liters mm

593318 0,8 / 0,6 ø92

  Made of 2 parts. Made of copper-coated stainless steel. 2 mugs 600/800 
ml: ø90x(H)140 mm/ ø92x(H)174 mm.  

  BOSTON SHAKER TIN TIN COPPER  
code mm

596890 193x143x(H)136

  Large compartment for napkins 25x25cm.
Two smaller compartments for straws, stirrers, etc measures 24x115 
mm.  

  NAPKIN HOLDER WITH 3 COMPARTMENTS  

code V W mm

271599 230 200 194x329x(H)523

  Professional ice crusher perfect for preparing ice for granitas, mojitos, 
iced coffee and other iced beverages. 
Stainless steel engine housing. 
Stainless steel ice cup with microswitch in the lid increases safety by 
turning off the motor when opening the lid. 
Fitted with stainless steel blades. 
Cup capacity 3 liter. 
Speed: 1000 RPM. 
Output 160 kg/h. 
Weight: 5,4 kg.  

  ICE CRUSHER 3L - ELECTRIC  

  Fine mesh sieve with wire handle.  
  BAR SIEVE CONICAL  

code - mm

638163 ø75x220
638170 black PVD coating ø75x220

  Fine mesh sieve with wire handle.  
  BAR SIEVE  

code - mm

638118 ø65x220
638132 black PVD coating ø65x220

code mm

638149 ø75x220

  Stainless steel finished with an exclusive black PVD coating.
Fine mesh sieve with wire handle.  

  BAR SIEVE PVD COATED  

  Professional ice crusher perfect for preparing ice for granitas, mojitos, 
iced coffee and other iced beverages. 
Stainless steel engine housing. 
Stainless steel ice cup with microswitch in the lid increases safety by 
turning off the motor when opening the lid. 
Fitted with stainless steel blades. 
Cup capacity 3 liter. 
Speed: 1000 RPM. 
Output 160 kg/h.   BAR SIEVE CONICAL    BAR SIEVE CONICAL  
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code packed per mm

552049 3 ø36x81

Integrated extendable rubber ring closes the 
bottle air-tight when the lever is pressed down.  
Suitable for 0.5 - 1.5 liter bottles, fits bottleneck 
openings up to ø 20 mm. 
Extends the use life of the already opened 
bottles. 
Prevents leakage and spillage. 
Set with 3 colours, green, white and red.

BOTTLE STOPPERS EASY SEAL - 3 
PIECES

code packed per mm

595558 6 ø31x31

Suitable for 0.5 - 1.5 liter bottles, fits bottle 
neck openings up to ø 20 mm. 
Prevents leakage and spillage.

BOTTLE STOPPER RIBBED CORK - 6 
PIECES

code packed per mm

599327 3 ø30x120

Works on the free flow principle, dispensing oil without effort.  
Lid is fitted with a counterweight, this opens and closes the lid 
depending on the angle of the bottle.  
Made from durable stainless steel. 
Rubber bottle cap provides a hermetic seal. 
Suitable for standard bottles of 0.5 - 1.5 liters, fits bottle openings up to 
20 mm in diameter.

FREE-FLOW POURER FOR OLIVE OIL - 3 PIECES

code packed per mm

599334 6 ø30x120

Works on the slow flow principle, providing maximum control over the 
poured amount.  
Made from durable stainless steel. 
Rubber bottle cap provides a hermetic seal. 
Suitable for standard bottles of 0.5 - 1.5 liters, fits bottle openings up to 
20 mm in diameter.

SLOW POURER WITH FLIP TOP - 6 PIECES

code packed per

595565 6

The tight seal prevents leakage and spillage and 
extends the shelf life compared to open bottles.  
Made from EVA-plastic.  
Suitable for 0.5 - 1.5 liter bottles, fits bottleneck 
openings up to ø 20 mm.

BOTTLE STOPPER RIBBED CORK WITH 
CAP - 6 PIECES
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  Perfect for use in bars and pubs
Made of black rubber.
High level of hygiene for drying and storing 
glasses.   

code liters mm

558096 0.23 ø50x(H)160

  Designed by Robert Bronwasser. 
Transparent bottle with specially designed 
dispensing cap. 
The bottle can be placed upside down which 
ensures that it is always ready for use. 
The special design prevents leaking when 
placed upside down.  

  NON-DRIP SAUCE DISPENSER BOTTLE  

  BAR MAT  

  With oblique nib, writing width 2 to 6 mm.  
  BLACKBOARD MARKERS 6 MM  

code -

664223 3 white markers
664339 1 white, 1 orange and 1 yellow

  With wide flat nib, writing width 15 mm.  
  BLACKBOARD MARKERS 15 MM  

code -

664285 3 white, 1 pink, 1 yellow and 1 bronze 
markers

  6 Markers with round nib, writing width 1 mm.  
  BLACKBOARD MARKERS 1 MM  

code -

664292 2 white, 1 pink, 1 yellow and 1 bronze
664216 1 pink, 1 green, 1 blue and 2 white
664209 5 white

Perfect for thick sauces like 
ketchup, mayonnaise, curry, etc.

code mm

597989 300x150x(H)9
597965 610x85x(H)15
597972 453x305x(H)15
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code mm

552018 480x150x(H)100

  Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid. 
With 3 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the 
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.  

  CONDIMENT HOLDER - 3 CONTAINERS  

code mm

552025 480x150x(H)100

  Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid. 
With 4 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the 
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.  

  CONDIMENT HOLDER - 4 CONTAINERS  

code mm

552032 480x150x(H)100

  Black HIPS holder with transparent ABS lid. 
With 6 polypropylene storage containers.
The containers can be easily lifted out of the 
holder.
Containers are dishwasher safe.  

  CONDIMENT HOLDER - 6 CONTAINERS  

code liters mm

451038 0.35 ø65x(H)99
451021 0.45 ø75x(H)111
451014 0.7 ø84x(H)130

  Made of extra thick stainless steel, helps keep 
the content hot. 
V-shaped spout gives extra control during 
pouring.  

  MILK JUG WITH V-SHAPED SPOUT  

code liters mm

451045 0.7 ø84x(H)130

  Made of extra thick stainless steel, helps keep 
the content hot. 
V-shaped spout gives extra control during 
pouring.  

  MILK JUG MATT BLACK WITH V-SHAPED 
SPOUT  

code mm

679005 335x180

  Professional. 
Soft rubber in holder. 
Holds 32 ice cubes.  

  ICE CUBE MOULD   WITH LID
  Made of polypropylene .
For grinding and crushing drink ingredients, e.g. raspberries, limes, 
mint etc.  

  MUDDLER  

code - mm

521410 200x80
521434 slotted 220x80

  ALUMINIUM ICE SCOOP   

code - mm

596944 Flat head ø34x207
596739 Pointed head ø34x207
596951 Ribbed head ø34x207



  SERVING BOARD RECTANGULAR OLIVE WOOD  
  Perfect for serving and presenting dishes. 
With convenient handles integrated.
Available in 3 sizes.  

code mm

505168 250x150x(H)18
505182 350x180x(H)18
505175 300x150x(H)18

  SERVING BOARD WITH GROOVE OLIVE WOOD  
  Perfect for serving and presenting dishes. 
Organic shape with a high quality finish.
With convenient handles integrated.
With carved groove for collecting crumbs and liquids after carving, 
prevents spillage.
Available in 2 sizes.  

code mm

505199 300x210x(H)18
505212 400x250x(H)18

  SERVING BOARD WITH HOLE OLIVE WOOD  
  Perfect for serving and presenting dishes. 
Organic shape with a high quality finish.
With a large hole for easy carrying.
Available in 2 sizes.  

code mm

505229 250x165x(H)18
505236 350x210x(H)18

  SERVING BOARD OLIVE WOOD  
  Perfect for serving and presenting dishes. 
With a large handle for easy carrying.
Available in 3 sizes.  

code mm

505243 350x120x(H)18
505250 400x140x(H)18
505267 600x200x(H)18

code mm

505274 245x198x(H)194

  Perfect for serving and presenting bread, cutlery, etc. 
With large handles for easy carrying.  

  SERVING BOX OLIVE WOOD  
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  SERVING BOARD WITH HOLE OLIVE WOOD  

250x150x(H)18
350x180x(H)18
300x150x(H)18

  SERVING BOARD WITH HOLE OLIVE WOOD  
  Perfect for serving and presenting dishes. 
  SERVING BOARD WITH HOLE OLIVE WOOD  



code colour mm

878170 Black 530x370x(H)22
878156 Light grey 530x370x(H)22

Professional grade quality, high durability.  
Large surface for dishes and plates, 480x330 mm. 
Dishwasher safe, easy to clean. 
Stackable and easy to store. 
Fitted with a high rim. 
Ideal for self-service restaurants and canteens.

SERVING TRAY EURONORM

code colour mm

878187 Black 530x370x(H)28
878163 Light grey 530x370x(H)28

Professional grade quality, high durability.  
Fitted with large and comfortable carrying handles. 
Large surface for dishes and plates, 480x330 mm. 
Dishwasher safe, easy to clean. 
Stackable and easy to store. 
Fitted with a high rim. 
Ideal for self-service restaurants and canteens.

SERVING TRAY EURONORM WITH HANDLE

code colour Packed per mm

426890 Black 6 275x175x(H)38
426296 Brown 6 275x175x(H)38
426319 Red 6 275x175x(H)38

Designed for fast food restaurants. 
Made of polypropylene, easy to clean. 
Very lightweight. 
Stackable. 
Dishwasher safe. 
Set of 6 pcs. 
Available in 3 colors.

SERVING BASKETS FAST FOOD STYLE
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code mm

509470 (L)280

5 flexible piano wires, with thin handle. Wire 
thickness: 1 mm.

PIANO WHISK

code liters wall (mm) mm

839300 1 0.6 ø160x(H)60
839409 1.7 0.6 ø200x(H)65

Long hollow handle of stainless steel.
SAUTÉ PAN - WITHOUT LID

code packed per

194300 24
194362 12
194355 72

200 grams pack for chafing dish.  
Burning time: ± 3 hours.  
Pallet: 50x 194355, 140x 194300.

CHAFING DISH FUEL CAN NL DE FR EN

code colour mm

469095 Brown (H)180

SALT MILLS BROWN

code colour mm

469156 (H)180
469187 (H)300

PEPPER MILLS NATUREL
code colour mm

469262 Black (H)180
469132 Black (H)300

PEPPER MILLS GLOSS

code colour mm

469293 White (H)180

SALT MILLS GLOSS

code colour mm

469019 Brown (H)180
469040 Brown (H)300

PEPPER MILLS BROWN

code - mm

561492 35 ml ø60x(H)25

Ribbed.
RAMEKIN



code mm

802007 270x111x(H)115

  Facilitates quick and precise washing of scoops and other small ice-
cream accessories
Enables cleaning with low water consumption
Very easy to use and clean
Can be mounted on a wall with item 802014 or on refrigerated display 
counters and food equipment
3/8” water supply line, 3/4” drainage line
Made of AISI 304 stainless steel  
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  Mounting holes diameter: 4.5 mm
Number of mounting holes: 2 x 2
Steel thickness: 0.8 mm  

  MOUNTING ELEMENT FOR KITCHEN LINE SCOOP WASHER  

code -

802014 for use with 802007

  Maximum load per shelf 80 kg. 
Fitted with adjustable feet.   

  STORAGE RACK WITH 5 SHELVES  

code colour mm

812990 black PVD coating 910x455x(H)1830
812204 chrome-plated steel. 910x455x(H)1830

code packed per

194300 24
194362 12
194355 72

  200 grams pack for chafing dish. 
Burning time: ± 3 hours. 
Pallet: 50x 194355, 140x 194300.  

  CHAFING DISH FUEL CAN NL DE FR EN  

code mm

810347 870x870x(H)740

  Foldable to suitcase model for easy transporting and storage.  
  BUFFET TABLE FOLDABLE  

  SCOOP WASHER KITCHEN LINE  

Scan the QR to check our ice 
cream tools assortment
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Cleaner for all common cream & ice cream 
makers.  
Dissolves fat and protein residues.  
Can also be used on the outer surfaces of the 
device. 
Use regularly to keep your appliances in 
perfect condition, and prevent replacement 
costs.

The coffee machine cleaner is suitable for 
regular use in coffee, espresso and tea 
machines.  
Removes stubborn deposits such as coffee or 
tea oil. 
Use regularly to keep your appliances in 
perfect condition, and prevent replacement 
costs.

COFFEE MACHINE CLEANER
Highly concentrated, based on citric acid 
for the effective decalcification of hot water 
devices, coffee and washing machines, boilers, 
stainless steel pots and tiles. 
1 liter bottle, dosage 100-200 ml per 1 liter of 
cold water. 
Use regularly to keep your appliances in 
perfect condition, and prevent replacement 
costs.

DESCALER CONCENTRATE

Concentrated, professional descaling agent.  
Removes limescale deposits on commercial 
dishwashers, hot water devices, coffee 
machines and washing machines (washing 
program 40°C). 
Can also be used to clean stainless steel 
surfaces.  
Use regularly to keep your appliances in 
perfect condition, and prevent replacement 
costs.

DESCALER POWDER
Thoroughly removes all greases, oils and dirt 
from grills, deep fryers, ovens, extractor hoods 
and tiles.  
Foam can be used on all washable, alkali-
resistant surfaces. 
Not suitable for aluminum or painted surfaces! 
The thick foam is ideal for vertical surfaces.

DEGREASER FOAM

code liters

976746 1
code liters

976753 1
code liters

976760 1

code weight (kg)

976777 1
code liters

976791 1

SOFT SERVE AND WHIPPED CREAM 
MACHINE CLEANER

code weight (kg)

976739 0.24

The coffee automat cleaner is suitable for 
regular use in coffee, espresso and tea 
machines.  
Removes stubborn deposits such as coffee or 
tea oil. 
Can also be used for cleaning thermo flasks. 
Use regularly to keep your appliances in 
perfect condition, and prevent replacement 
costs.

COFFEE AUTOMAT CLEANER, 120 TABS
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Stainless steel finished with an black PVD coating. 
3 shelves with noise reducing material underneath.  
Maximum load per shelve 50 kg.  
Includes 4 castors, of which 2 with brakes, fitted with corner 
protection.  
Distance between shelves 295 mm.  
Worktop 830x510 mm.  
Flatpack delivery.

code mm

811320 910x590x(H)950

Made of stainless steel. Fitted with 4 shelves. Includes 4 
castors, of which 2 with brakes, fitted with corner protection. 
Flatpack delivery.

code mm

810118 910x590x(H)1260

SERVING TROLLEY MATT BLACKSERVING TROLLEY WITH 4 SHELVES

GN 1/1 with 30 layers - interspaced at 80mm. Tray locks on either 
side. Fitted with four castors of which two have brakes. Flatpack 
delivery.

DOUBLE MOBILE TROLLEY - 30 X GN 1/1
GN 1/1 with 12 layers - interspaced at 80 mm. Tray locks on 
either side. Fitted with four castors of which two have brakes. 
Permissible load of the trolley 200 kg with an evenly distributed 
weight. Flatpack delivery.

DOUBLE MOBILE TROLLEY - 12 X GN 1/1

code mm

810576 740x550x(H)1730
code mm

810569 740x550x(H)940



  CENTRAL WORK TABLE HEAVY DUTY WITH SHELF, 
700 MM DEEP  
  Made from durable stainless steel (AISI 430).
Worktop is 700 mm deep.
Shelve and worktop are reinforced with a laminated board that 
acts as soundproofing. 
Both the worktop and shelve have a spread load capacity of 70 
kg/m².
Shelve mounted at 160 mm from the floor, leaving plenty of 
space for larger appliances and boxes.
Fitted with height-adjustable legs, total height can be set 
between 845 and 875 mm.
The table has a 360˚ work-area, accessible from all sides.
Thanks to its screwed construction, the table is perfect for 
catering establishments that often needs to transport its tables.  

code mm

815830 800x700x(H)850
810705 1000x700x(H)850
810712 1200x700x(H)850
810729 1400x700x(H)850
810736 1600x700x(H)850
810743 1800x700x(H)850

  DOUBLE ADJUSTABLE WALL SHELF, WITH TWO STEEL 
BRACKETS  
  Made of AISI 430 stainless steel.
The backsplash prevents the goods from falling down.
Removable shelf with smooth surface for easy cleaning.
Maximum load per shelf (provided that the load is distributed 
evenly): 25 kg.
Welded for high durability and stability.
Delivered with two steel brackets for wall-mounting.  

code mm

811733 1200x300x(H)600
811740 1400x300x(H)600

code mm

812716 800x700x(H)850
812723 1000x700x(H)850
812730 1200x700x(H)850
812747 1400x700x(H)850
812754 1600x700x(H)850
812761 1800x700x(H)850

  Stainless steel shelf mounted at 200 mm, non–adjustable
Approximate maximum load per worktop and per shelf – 70 kg/
m².  

  WALL WORK TABLE WITH A SHELF – SCREWED, 
DEPTH: 700 MM.  
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code

810255

  Made from stainless steel
Single hole, rotary spout
Stream control
Shower length: 150 cm
Required table opening: 32 mm
Connector hoses: 3/8”, length: 350 mm
Spout range: 230 mm
Tap height: 230 mm  

  PULL-OUT BASIN TAP  



  TABLE WITH SINK, DISHWASHER SPACE AND SHELF  

  Made of high-quality stainless steel.
Smooth and polished surfaces and joints for safe and easy 
cleaning. 
Reinforced worktop (AISI 430). 
Worktop with marine edge fitted with a 40 mm backsplash, 
prevents the buildup of dirt between the table and the wall. 
The integrated sink (AISI 304) measures 400x400x(H)250 mm. 
Comes with a pre-drilled tap hole of ø 30 mm.
The reinforced shelf measurers 575x585 mm and is non-
adjustable.
The legs (AISI 430) are made of 40×40 mm tubes and fitted with 
adjustable feet (+25 / -5 mm).
Available with a sink on the left side (237519) or on the right side 
(237526).
Spread load capacity: ±70 kg/m².
Bolted construction for self-assembly.
Flatpack delivery.  

code - mm

237526 right 1200x700x(H)850
237519 left 1200x700x(H)850

code mm

811863 800x600x(H)850
811870 1000x600x(H)850

  Sink and worktop made of AISI 304 acid resistant stainless 
steel.
Top with a 10mm recess in the front and at the sides.
400x400x(H)250mm sink.
Adjustable feet on square profile.
Worktop and shelf reinforced with a steel profile.
With a 40mm backsplash – to maintain hygiene.
ø30mm opening for Hendi 970515 and 970508 taps.
ø52mm drain compatible with standard traps.  

  SINGLE SINK TABLE WITH SHELF - FOR SELF-
ASSEMBLY  
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  SINGLE LEFT SINK TABLE WITH SHELF - FOR SELF-
ASSEMBLY  

code mm

812495 800x600x(H)850
812631 1000x600x(H)850

  SINGLE RIGHT SINK TABLE WITH SHELF - FOR SELF-
ASSEMBLY  

code mm

811856 600x600x(H)850

237519 811856 811870 812631
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Professional popcorn machine, energy efficient 
and safe to operate.  
Frame made of aluminum alloy, robust housing 
made of tempered glass and red powder 
coated steel.  
The popcorn heating pan is fitted with a stirring 
unit and is easy to empty thanks to the use of 
a clamp.  
With convenient popcorn scooping flap at the 
service side.  
Large hinged service door made of acrylic 
glass.  
The interior is illuminated, and the bottom of 
the popcorn chamber is heated to ensure nice 
warm popcorn.  
With crumb drawer under the chamber for 
easy disposal of un-popped kernels and 
crumbs.  
It takes approximately 2 minutes to create a 
batch of popcorn.  
Net weight: ±25 kg.

POPCORN MACHINE

code V W mm

282731 230 1200 520x520x(H)500

Stainless steel removable bowl, suitable for 
dishwashers.  
The bowl is fastened by 4 secure clamps.  
Motor housing finished with a pink coating.  
Fitted with a drawer for sticks, sugar, dyes, etc.  
Separate switches for power on and the 
heating elements, with integrated lamps.  
Voltmeter showing actual voltage.  
Overload fuse protects the motor against 
burning in the event of a blockage.  
Weight: 11 kg.

COTTON CANDY MACHINE

code V W mm

282748 230 1500 560x420x(H)770

www.hendi.eu

Hendi B.V.
Innovatielaan 6

6745 XW De Klomp, Nederland
Tel:   +31 (0)317 681 040
Email:  hendi@hendi.eu

code mm

282755 ø520x(H)350

This transparant cover fits the Hendi cotton 
candy machine 282731.

COVER FOR COTTON CANDY MACHINE

282755

282731

Do you want to see more of our assortment?
Check the QR to see our complete catalogue!


